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ABS?RACT 0F THE DISCLOSURE 
Asample tube transporter whichis particularly Suited 

for use in conjunction with automatic chemical analysis 
equipment The transporter includes a frame having an 
endless horizontal channel in which a multiplicity of 
vertical sleeves are intermittently advanced in single fle. 
Each sleeve is adapted to receive a Sample tube and 
thereby transport the tube through a plurality of Stations 
along the channel where treatment and analytical steps 
maybe performed.The contents ofthe Sample tubes are 
maintained at constant temperature and after Such tubeS 
have been transported through al of the treating and 
analyzing stations Such tubes and their remaining con 
tents are automatically discarded. 

BACKGROUND 

While transport mechanisms for automatic analysis 
equipment are known,Such mechanisms are generaly 
complex in structure and operation and are Subject to 
problems of maladjustment and breakdown. In one Such 
construction,meaSured amountS of Samples are autO 
matically transferred from Sample tubes to conditioning 
tubes or cavities,the latter tubes or cavities requiring 
emptying and washingfolowing conditioning and analyz 
ing steps. While washing of the tubes may be performed 
automatically,such a procedure not only increases the 
complexity of the apparatus but also introduces a poS 
sible Source of Sample contamination. 
While the importance of maintaining precise tempera 

ture control over Samples has been recognized,the difi 
culties of maintaining Such controlin existing equipment 
are substantial because of the complexity of Such equip 
ment and because certain of the operations,Such as the 
automatic washing procedures mentioned above,may 
tend to interfere with precise temperature adjustments. 

SUMMARY 

An important aspect of the present invention lies in 
providing a transporter of relatively uncomplicated con 
struction and operation which is highly dependable in 
performance and which thereby overcomes major dis 
advantages of prior constructions. Each Sample tube is 
guided along an endess path by a plastic sleeve which 
slidably receives the tube. An endless chain of Such 
sleeves are intermittently advanced along Said path,the 
sleeves beingin lateralengagement witheachother. Driv 
ing force exerted against one of the sleeves is thereby 
transmitted to al of the sleeves in the chain and,hence, 
to any and all of the Sample tubes received in the open 
ings of Such sleeves. 
The bottom ends of the Sample tubes slide upon the 

smooth surface of a horizontal platform which is Sub 
mergedin a constant-temperature liquid bath. When the 
travel of a tube approaches a complete revolution of the 
circuit,its guiding sleeve passes over a discharge chute 
and the disposable Sample tube and its contents are auto 
maticaly discharged. 
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THE DRAWINGS 

FIG.1 is a perspective view lustrating a transporter 
in operative condition mounted in the table Surface of an 
automatic analyzer; 
FIG.2is an exploded perspective view,shown partially 

diagrammaticaly,illustrating the components of the 
tranSporter; 
PIG. 3 is an enlarged vertical Sectional view taken 

alongline 3?3 of FIG.1; 
FIG.4is an enlarged longitudinal Sectional view taken 

alongline 4?4 of FIG.1. 
DESCRIPTION 

FIG.1 illustrates the transporter 10 recesSed into the 
top Surface l1 of a cabinet or conSole which alSo houseS 
other components of an automatic chemical analyzer. 
FIG. 2 more fully illustrates the major components of 
the transporter consisting of a frame A,a container B, 
drive means C and heating means D. Sleeve elements E 
and Sample tubes Fare omitted from FIG.2 for clarity 
of illustration but such elements are shown fully in 
FIGS,1,3and4. 
The frame includes a horizontal bottom platform 12, 

a top plate 13 and an intermediate plate 14. All three 
elements are Securely connected togetherin Spaced paral 
1el relation by vertical posts 15each consisting of a bolt 
15a and a pair of tubular spacers15b and 15c(FIG.3). 
Each of the plates 13 and 14 has an elongated central 
opening 16 and 17 therein. Within each opening is a 
horizontally elongated plate member 18 and 19,the two 
plate members orislands being Secured togetherin spaced 
parallel relation,and being afixed to platform 12,by 
poSts 20 which are Similar in construction to posts 15. 
Member 18 is disposed in the Same horizontal plane as 
top plate 13,and member 19 in the Same plane asinter 
mediate plate 14. 

Within the openings 16 and 17 of the superimposed 
plates 13 and 14,and at one end of the island formed 
by members 18 and 19,is an upstanding shaft 21 
equipped with star wheels 22 and 23 disposed at the 
Same levels as plates 13 and 14,respectively(FIG. 3). 
Shaft 21 extends downwardly through an opening24in 
the platform and,together with motor 25 whichis suit 
ably mounted beneath the frame,comprises the driving 
means C for advancing Sleeves Eand tubes F. 
The edges of plates 13 and 14 which define openings 

16 and 17,and the lateral edges of members 18 and 19 
and of Star wheels22 and 23,form an endless elongated 
channel or passage 26 of Substantially uniform width for 
Slidably receiving the Sleeve members E which in turn 
loosely receive the Sample tubes F. Referringto FIGS.3 
and 4,it will be observed thateach sleeve member Eis 
generally cylindrical in Shape,havingend portions 27 of 
reduced diameter and an enlarged central or shoulder 
portion 28. The external diameter of end portions 27is 
slightly less than the width of channel 26,whereas the 
Shoulder portion28 is ofgreater diameter than the chan 
nel and has axialvertical dimensionsjust slightiy less than 
the distance between plates 13 and 14. Thus,the cylin 
drical Sleeves are reStrained against vertical movement 
with reSpect to the frame but are free to move horizontal 
1y along the channel26. Each of the Sleeve members has 
a vertical bore 29 extending completely therethrough,the 
bore having a diameter Slightly larger than that of the 
Sample tube Floosely received therein. 
The sleeve members 28 may be formed of any Suitable 

material. It has been found,however,that particularly 
efective reSults are obtained where the Sleeves are formed 
from tetrafiuoroethylene resin because of the Solvent and 
chemical resistance of such material and,in particular, 
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upper end of Said tubular chute as Said Sample tubes are 
advanced along Said channel. 

10. The structure of claim 9 in which means are 
providedfor maintaining Said liquid within Said container 
at a constant pre-Selected temperature. 

11. Atransporter for Sample tubes in chemical analysis 
equipment comprising a frame having members defining 
an elongated horizontal channel of uniform width;a 
plurality of vertical cylinders having openings extending 
axially therethrough and each having an external dimen 
sion slightly narrower than Said channel; Said cylinders 
engaging each other in Single-file relation and being 
constrained by Said frame for horizontal movement along 
Said channel; means for advancing Said cylinders along 
Said channel; a platform Spaced below Said members 
and providing a Smooth horizontal Surface for Slidably 
Supporting the lower ends of upstanding Sample tubes 
1oosely received in Said cylinders;and a tube discharge 
chute through Said platform at a Selected point along 
Said channel for the Sequential release from Said cylinders 
of Sample tubes advanced along Said channel. 

12. The Structure of claim 11 in which Said frame 
is disposed in an open-topped container Supporting a 
body of liquid having a level substantially above the 
Surface of Said platform; Said discharge chute comprising 
an opening in Said platform,a vertical tubular member 
having its lower end Sealed to Said platform about the 
edges of Said platform opening and havingits open upper 
end disposed above the level of Said liquid,and ramp 
meansforguidingthe lower ends of sample tubes fron 
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the 1evel of Said platform to the open upper end of Said 
tubular member as Said tubes are advanced along Said 
channel. 
13,The Structure of claim f2 in which means are 

provided for maintaining Said liquid within Said container 
at a constant pre-Selected temperature. 

14. The structure of claim 11 in which each of Said 
cylindersis provided with an external shoulder ofgreater 
width than said channel;said frame members comprising 
verticaly-spaced plates disposed above and below the 
shoulders of each cylinder; whereby Said cylinderS are 
restrained against vertical movement relative to Said 
frame. 

15. The structure of claim 11 in which Said cylinders 
are formed oftetrafluoroethylene resin. 
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